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Abstract--The logic of fuzzy sets and systems theory, a composition rule of inferepce 
by modus ponens, and a quantified infinite Lukasiewics logic are employed to 
construct a mathematical model for predicting the future of complex systems for 
which one has to deal with a huge body of interacting data. Examples of such complex 
systems are the world models, sociotechnoeconomic, humanistic, man-machine, and 
complex industrial systems. The future is defined as a fuzzy array, i.e., a fuzzy vector 
aI of events whose components are linguistic variables. It is shown that bounds on 
future events can be computed based on a segmented history, i.e., a fuzzy array h, 
similar to a,, such that 
m~(min(r~?, hl)) z aJ = myax(o, h - (tii”?>, 
15icN, lsjlhf, 
where r:h’, tg’ are defined as relationship and truth matrices, respectively. Finally, a 
fuzzy future array is computed for a complex election process and it is further 
discussed how some present changes may suppress or enhance certain future events. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the advent of the fuzzy set theory of Zadeh [l], scientific literature has witnessed 
an exponential growth in the field of fuzzy sets and systems theory and applications. The 
reader is referred to the works of Gaines and Kohout 121, Gupta, Saridis, and Gaines 131, 
Shahinpoor and Wells [4-71, Wells [8], and Shahinpoor [9], for extensive reviews on this 
subject. Essentially, the idea of fuzzy sets and systems theory would naturally manifest 
itself in fuzzy mathematical programming of imprecisely defined terms, ill-defined 
variables, and their associated dynamic systems. In particular, the fuzzy set theory 
seems to be applicable to the failure analysis of complex engineering systems and 
processes. This field has now found applications in analyzing complex economic, urban, 
social, biological, medical, automated theory, man-machine, and other human oriented 
systems. The extent to which the fuzzy sets and systems theory can be applied to 
decision problems has been discussed by Bellman and Zadeh [lo], Zadeh [ll], Zadeh, 
Fu, Tanaka and Shimura [12], Kahne [ 131, Chang [14], Fung and Fu [HI, Jain [16-191, 
and, in particular, Kickert [29] has presented a critical survey on fuzzy set theories on 
decision making. For some recent works on fuzzy sets and systems theory the reader is 
referred to Kaufmann [21], Sanches 122-241, Tsukamoto and Terano 1253, and Dubois 
and Prade [26]. 
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Shahinpoor and Wells [4-91 introduced the concept of a memory or history vector and 
the associated relationship and observation matrices in the fuzzy fault and failure 
analysis of some complex systems. It will be discussed in this paper that the problem of 
future prediction in complex systems and processes is amenable to treatment by fuzzy 
sets and systems theory that employs historical information in the form of a history 
vector hi. The values of the components of hi are the truth values of certain propositions 
in connection with the historical information that are available for any complex system. 
The truth values of any statement is measured against a closed interval [0, 11. Here, 
we take the position that in any complex system or process, such as, for example, a 
world model or an election process, an impending future outcome in the form of an array 
or a vector ai, may be the results of collective actions or influences of some causes, 
i.e., the components of a history vector hi. In the next section we present this approach 
and will show how the historical information may be used towards predictions of 
possible future events or outcomes that are likely to occur or to determine the degree of 
likelihood of occurrence of one future event over other possible future events. 
DEFINITION OF EVENTS HISTORY VECTOR hi 
Segmented historical information related to any particular future event in complex 
systems or processes can be constructed by the systems operators, technicians, and 
essential constituents. Certain aspects of history, such as long life, misuse, or fixed 
trends, obviously increase the expectation of certain future events and make such 
predictions rather trivial. For example, such predictions can be easily made in simple 
systems such as certain biological species with clearly determined life cycles of activi- 
ties, or in some engineering vibrating systems with predictable fatigue failure times. 
In the case of a fatigue failure of vibrating system, the history vector may have only 
two components, that is, the number of cycles of loading, and the loading itself. In 
complex systems, the prediction of future events becomes extremely complex and it will 
be necessary to define larger arrays of segmented history hi. As will be shown here, 
history can be segmented into elements or components, i.e., a history vector hi which in 
conjunction with history relationship and truth matrices, ri!) and @, respectively, can 
give estimates on the likelihood of occurrence of certain impending future events 
compared to other modes of future events. The scope of the segmented history vector hi 
may be made as broad as possible. For example, and for brevity, let us consider a 
selection process within a complex system as a complex process. 
In this endeavor, let us consider a field of seven candidates Ai, j = 1,2. . .7, compet- 
ing for a particular position P in that selection process in which the members of that 
system select a candidate based on past experience or the history of services of each 
candidate Ai. Suppose the proposition Hi is a linguistic proposition such that 
Hk = {Candidate Ak is highly qualified for the position P}, k = 1,2. . .7. 
In the context of fuzzy sets and systems theory, the truth value of Hk is denoted by hk 
and is tested against a closed unit interval [0, 11. Here we may represent the hi in terms 
of its transpose hT such that 
(1) 
In order to assign truth values to hi against the unit closed interval [0, 11, polls should be 
conducted from balloters as well as experienced operators within that system. For 
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example, if based on such polls, a grade of 70% is assigned to candidate A,, as far as the 
history of his experiences and public services are concerned, then h, = 0.7. Similarly, the 
truth values for hi for other candidates are then assigned. It may be argued here that any 
candidate G, with the highest value of hk is likely to be elected for the position P. 
However, this is only true when the experiences of candidate Aj is relevant to the 
position P or if there is no relationship between the different candidates. In fact, the 
complexity arises due to the past interrelationships between the different candidates. For 
example, if an elector establishes a close and friendly tie between a candidate with a 
qualiftcation of 0.7 and another candidate with a qualification of 0.1 then he might eventually 
elect a candidate with a qualification of 0.5 which is more than the average of the two 
candidates, namely, a value of 0.4. Thus, it will be necessary to define certain relationship 
and truth matrices r$) and tj;’ as will be explained later. However, it is expedient, at this 
stage, to define the future event vector ai. 
DEFINITION OF FUTURE EVENT VECTOR ai 
Normally the future of any complex system or process can be identified as an array of 
possibilities in the form of a vector Oj, j = 1,2. . . N, where N is the range of pos- 
sibilities. The purpose is then to identify which possible future outcome dj will have the 
largest probability or the likelihood of being the true future outcome in connection with 
that complex system or process. Clearly, a true future outcome dj of any complex 
system or process will finally end up being part of the history vector hi of that complex 
system or process. Therefore, this is a dynamic process and the likelihood of any future 
outcome of any complex system is considered a dynamic variable whose value is tested 
against a closed interval [0, l] and is a function of time. Now, in the context of the 
selection process just discussed the likelihood of having a candidate Ai to be selected for 
the position P can be stated as a futuristic proposition Fi such that 
4 = 
Candidate A, will be selected for the position P 
by the balloters 
7 
. 
Again, similar to the previous case the truth value of Fi is tested against a closed unit 
interval [0, l] and is denoted by ai such that the future event vector ai can be written as 
a transpose of a row vector: 
For example, if aa = 0.8, then candidate AB has a 80% chance of being elected for pos- 
ition P. In other words for this event to occur, i.e., candidate As to be elected for 
position P, there exists an 80% chance compared to other candidates being elected 
for position P. 
Note that the idea here is to construct the vector aj and be able to predict what future 
outcome of the election is more likely to occur. This is done through a knowledge of 
the hi vector as well as the relationship (historical observation), and truth history 
matrices r{F’ and tth’ ,, , respectively. We are now in a position to define these two matrices. 
DEFINITION OF rp’ AND t$’ MATRICES 
The relationship between any history Hi and future event Fj can be expressed by a 
linguistic matrix RIr’ which describes whether or not a relationship or a tie of any kind 
exists between the propositions Hi and Fj. The truth value of R!yIH’ is again tested against 
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a closed unit interval [0, l] and is denoted by rp’. The relationship matrices Ri/” and rp’ 
are also called the observation matrices in the sense that they are based on the 
observation of the system’s operators and constituents. In the context of a cumulative 
fatigue test and prediction of time of rupture for a vibrating system an experienced 
operator, i.e., the experimentalist would assert that, for example, the time of rupture as a 
future event ai is related to the history of various different types of loadings hi through 
an observation matrix r!!” whose values are tested against a closed interval [0, 11. In the 
context of the selection process just discussed, RI?’ is a linguistic proposition such that 
I 
There exists a tie, alliance, association, or a 
Riy) = relation between Hi of Ai and 6 of Ai in the , i, j = 1,2. . .7. 
opinion of the balloters 1 
The relationship matrix r(F) is now defined in such a manner that its components indicate 
whether or not a segmented history Hi or Ai is related or tied to a component Fi of the 
future proposition vector. In other words, r(F) assigns a truth value to each proposition 
Rf against a closed interval [0, 11. If a relationship seems to exist in the opinion of the 
balloters, the value of that particular component of r!F) is equal to 1, and if no 
relationship seems to exist the value of that particular r(F) is zero. However, partial 
relationships are also possible which would then assign a value between 0 to 1 to each 
component of rf). For example, r(‘) 13 is indicative of any relationship or tie between the hl 
(the history of qualifications of candidate A,) and a3 the likelihood of having candidate 
A3 selected for the position P. If there exist no possible ties then r$‘= 0. On the other 
hand, r$‘= 1 because H1 or h, may be directly related to P or al. Thus, for this 
particularly complex process, all diagonal elements of ri;’ may be equal to unity, while 
some of diagonal elements may be equal to zero. 
In a similar manner, a truth matrix TjT’ and its truth value matrix t#” are defined in 
such a manner that they establish the true relationship between the propositions Hi and 
Ffi In most cases the components of matrices have the same values as RiF’ and r!;‘, 
respectively. These matrices are constructed by experienced system’s operators and 
technicians and they are generally more accurate than the observation matrices R!y’ and 
r$‘. However, the difference between these entities is that in inverse problems of fuzzy 
logic ,when hi, r(F), and aj are all known one might be able to calculate the truth matrices T\r’ 
and tir’ to establish the true relationships between the segmented histories and the future 
outcomes. For a discussion on such inverse problems the reader is referred to [4-8,21-261. 
BASE LOGIC FOR FUZZY ESTIMATION 
Postulated here is a set of prime fuzzy formula for base logic for fuzzy relations 
between causes and symptoms or effects, i.e., history up to the present time and the 
future. 
Let AL, k=l,2... N’, and C be fuzzy propositions with the truth values of al,, 
k=1,2 . . . IV’, and c, respectively. For example, one may have 
Al = every participant in the third international conference on mathematical modelling 
(ICMM) is presenting a paper; all participants in the third ICMM are presenting, 
Az E every participant in the third ICMM is a mathematician; all participants in the third 
ICMM are mathematicians, 
C = neither proposition A1 nor proposition A2 are true. 
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The following postulated prime formulas are then stated: 
C=not A,; c= l-a, negation 
C = not AZ; c = 1 - a2 negation 
C=notAl,;c=l-al, generalized negation 
C = neither A1 nor A?; c = I- max(a,, a2) cumulative negation 
C = either A, or A2; c = max(a,, a2) conjunction 
C = both Al and A2;c = min(a,, a2) disjunction 
C = A1 implies A2; c = min(1, 1 - al + a3 
al = min(1, a2+ (1 - c)) fuzzy implication 
a2 = max(O, al - (1 - c)) 
C = neither Ak ; c = 1 - sup(ak) generalized cumulative 
negation 
C = either Ak ; c = sup(a,J generalized conjunction 
C = all Ak ; c = inf(a& generalized disjunction 
C E Ai implies Al, ; c = inf( 1, 1 - ai + ak) generalized fuzzy 
implication. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
These prime formulas are taken as a sort of quantified Lukasiewics infinite logic 1271 as 
compared to the binary logic. We note that based on our truth of implication formulas (9) 
and (IS), 
c = leja, 5 a2, or ai 5 at, (16) 
and thus in our analysis we always treat ai 2 al, or al 2 a2 such that the following rules of 
inference by modus ponens are given by 
A;A>B. 
B ’ 
max(O, a - (1 - c)) 5 b, 
B;A>B. 
A ’ 
min(1, b + (1 - c)) 2 a, 
(17) 
(18) 
where (1 - c) may be taken as the decrease in the truth values of the consequent due to 
fuzziness in the implication itself. 
For example, let us consider the propositions A, and A2 as explained before and 
assume that the truth values of those propositions are 0.9 and 0.6, respectively, i.e., only 
90% of all participants are presenting their papers in the third ICMM and only 60% of 
the participants in the third ICMM are mathematicians. Thus, 
a,(A,) = 0.9, a,(A,) = 0.6. 
Suppose now that we state the following proposition: 
(19) 
C = A, implies A,; since all participants in the third ICMM are presenting papers 
therefore all participants in the third ICMM are mathematicians. 
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Now according to Eqs. (9)-( 1 l), we have 
c = min(1, 1 - al, aJ = 0.7, 
al = min(1, a*+ (1 -c)) = 0.9, 
a2 = max(O, aI - (1 - c)) = 0.6, 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
thus the truth of the above proposition is only 70%. 
FUTURE PREDICTION PROCESS 
If A is a history vector hi and B is the corresponding future vector ai, then from the 
above rules of fuzzy implications, and in particular Eq. (18), we obtain 
(23) 
where tii is nothing but the observation matrix which replaces the truth value c of the 
proposition C on cause-effect implications. Furthermore, the usual composition rule of 
inference of fuzzy sets and systems theory [4-9, 11, 21, 25, 261, can be stated as 
aj 5 max(min(r#“, hi)), 1 5 i ZG N, 1 5 j 5 M, (24) 
where N and M are the ranges of indices i and j, respectively. The above inequalities 
(23) and (24) will determine the bounds on the future event vector ai. In the next section 
we shall illustrate, by a numerical example, how these bounds can be obtained. Note that 
once these bounds are obtained, one will have a knowledge on the likelihood of 
occurrence of certain future events. Furthermore, the mathematical modelling that is 
used here would indicate what factors are effectively contributing towards a particular 
future outcome which possesses the highest likelihood of occurrence. Thus, appropriate 
measures may be employed throughout the process for possible modification of such 
impending future events. 
A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE ON FUTURE PREDICTION 
Let us consider the future history vector hi as defined before in connection with the 
election process just discussed and let us assume that hi is given numerically as 
hi E (0.2,0.6,0.6,0.3,0.4,0.2,0.8). (25) 
Furthermore, in connection with the selection process, we consider the following 
relationship and truth matrices, r,’ and t!;‘, respectively, 
(h) E 
rij 
-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0000100 
1100100 
0001000 
0001101 
0111101 
.o 0 0 10 0 0 
(26) 
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-0.1 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 
0.0 0.05 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.2 
0.7 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.65 0.1 0.1 
0.0 0.1 0.1 0.65 0.0 0.0 0.1 
0.1 0.05 0.0 0.80 0.85 0.1 0.9 
0.05 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.85 0.1 0.9 
-0.1 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.6 
, (27) 
From inequalities (23) and (24) and based on the above values for hi, ri;‘, and t!:‘, we 
arrive at the following solutions for the future event vector aj: 
0.3 
0.2 
0.0 iI 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.4 
- 0.6 
0.6 
0.2 
0.8 
0.6 
0.0 
-0.4 
(28) 
The above solution clearly indicates that the candidate no. 4, i.e., A, will be selected 
for the position P although his qualification, i.e., h., was only 0.3 compared to the 
strongest candidate AZ, A3, and As, who had qualifications of h2 = 0.6, h3 = 0.6, and 
hs = 0.8, respectively. 
In complex systems and processes, the history vector hi may have a very large 
number of components and subsequently the future events vector aj and the associated 
relationship matrix r$” and truth matrix @ become extremely large. Thus, it will be 
necessary to do the relevant calculations on a computer. It may also be desirable to use a 
huge body of data to make the above technique of future prediction more accurate. 
This may be particularly the case with medical history of certain individuals or the 
economical or political history of certain regions. In such cases the relationship and 
observation matrices r)) and t!!” will be quite large and thus a computer solution of the 
inequalities (23) and (24) will become desirable. In fact a timely solution may also be 
constructed within the relevant computer program. For some details concerning such 
computerized solutions see Wells [8]. 
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